ADMISSION POLICY FOR FATHER MULLER MEDICAL COLLEGE FOR MBBS COURSE FOR THE YEAR 2016-17

Total seats available for admission are 150.

1) 15% of these seats will be filled from NRI / NRI sponsor candidates.

2) 85% of these seats will be filled only from the NEET merit list.
   a) 60% of these 85% seats are reserved for Karnataka Christians.
   b) 30% of the 85% seats will go to Christians of other States.
   c) 10% of the 85% seats will go to general merit category.

3) When required number of eligible candidates not available in the Karnataka Christian category, the unfilled seats in this category will go to Christians of other states. If seats reserved for Christians of other states unfilled seats will go to general merit category.

4) The counselling for admission of students will be done at the Medical College Office and the dates for counselling will be announced on the website.

5) The counselling will be done starting with Christians of Karnataka State, followed by Christians of other States and then general merit category.

6) The tuition fees for 2016-17 admissions will be Rs.11 lakhs per year. *

   * - Fee is subject to the approval by the Fee Fixation Committee.
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